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February 6, 1951

DR:. r Fellow lIembers:

I am sincerely convinced that any undertaking Hhich
helps to keep alive in the minds of men the noble 0ualities of
men like Lee and Jackson regardless of where they were born
or when they lived -- is very worthwhile.

Such was the purpose of the simple memorial service,
on January 19th, sponsored by your Society.

It is my hope that the excellent, appropriate ranarks
r.lade on that occasion by lIre 1!i1liam J. Casey ui11 bE'! of interest
to you, and will also help to estat1ish the memorie1 service as a
regularly recurring custom.

Cordially yours,

Geo. S. HaJlIi1ton
President
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Commemoration One Hundred and Forty-Third Birthday

of

GENERAL ROBERT E. LEE

at the

LEE - JACKSON MEMORIAL

Wyman Park, Baltimore, Md. January 19, 1951

by the

DAUGHTERS OF THE CONFEDERACY

VffiGINIANS OF MARYLAND

Remarks of

WILLIAM J. CASEY

Chairman of the Board

Maryland Trust Company



DAUGHTERS OF THE CONFEDERACY AND VmGINIANS OF MARYLAND

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Your presence here this morning to place a wreath at the base of this

Memorial is of much larger significance than customarily associated with

such a gracious act. At this time our country is facing the grim prospect

of another world war. Fateful days that seem to loom ahead are foremost

in our thoughts. Now let us relate the lessons enshrined in this Memorial

to these fears and tensions. Opening our minds to the human achievements

symbolized here there wells up anew our inheritance of courage, faith,

resolution, willingness for self sacrifice and the capacity for an all out

undertaking against any foe to our peace and security.

Our observance here of this - the one hundred and forty third birthday

of General Lee must remind us of May 1, 1948 when we were privileged to be

a part of a distinguished assemblage at the dedication of this beautifUl

memorial. Our minds can turn to the keynote of the addresses on that

occasion which reached their apex in the classic oration of Douglas Southall

Freeman. The note of solemnity, when the Daughters of the Confederacy

placed a wreath at the base of this Memorial, fittingly ended the program

and engraved the occasion on our hearts and minds.

I would have you re-live the grandeur, the inspiration, the emotions,

the lessons of permanent value which registered with us on that day. It

was my good fortune to have been given the administrative task of spanning

the development of this Memorial from its original concept, in the mind of

Laura Garden Fraser, the sculptor, to its completion, when it was acclaimed

by authorities as one of the pre-eminent equestrian statues of the world.

Sidney Waugh, President of the National Sculpture Society, paid

to it this tribute:
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"This Monument is surely one of the most perfect in America.

The sheer beauty of the modeling and the perfection of the

composition left me literally speechless. 1t

Our memories must also hold in gratitude J. Henry Ferguson, son of

Maryland, the generous doner of this Memorial and must ever keep alive the

injunction in his will that the lives of Lee and Jackson should be held up

as an example to the youth of Maryland. Senator George L. Radcliffe at

the dedication gave direction to this advice, saying

uCould J. Henry Ferguson have foreseen the hideous assaults

made today by un-American and subversive conspirators

against our glorious and time-honored doctrines his purpose

to erect this monument and his believing that it wou2d be

an invaluable and continuing contribution to the cause of

liberty would have been greatly fortified."

A masterpiece of sculpture this Memorial eloquently speaks lessons of

inexhaustib13 courage, resourcefulness and power, intrinsic to and stream

ing through generation after generation in our country. It is an invo

cation to remember the possession, the immediate readiness of this great

wealth of human resources when clouds gather and danger threatens.

Dwell on the words of Governor Lane of the day of dedication:

"Our might is the sole remaining bulwark on which the free

peoples of the world rest their hopes for remaining free

and to which they look for succor against the juggernaut of

oppressi~n that is threatening to engulf them."

Note the words on the day of dedication from Mayor Thomas D'Alesandro,

Jr., in the acceptance of the Memorial by the City of Baltimore. He said:

nOur nation beset by subversive groups and propaganda which

seeks to destroy our nation, can look for inspiration to
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this Memorial to be resolute and determined. We must remain

steadfast to preserve freedom not only for ourselves, but

for the other liberty loving nations. In these days of

uncertainty and turmoil, Americans must emulate Jackson's

example and stand like a stone wall against aggression in

any form that would seek to destroy the liberty of the

world. n

We see in this Memorial the age-old urge to achieve in sculpture an

enduring invocation to remember enobling traditions. Here character and

talents of two great hmericans are forever memorialized and the lustre they

shed upon an era is kept a-glowing for all time to inspire comfort and

assurance whenever, or however our country may be menaced. Implicit in

our present day program to a stricken world is just what dominated the

life and actions of these two men. It is charged with generosity and

good will and if clash of arms must come points to military strategy,

ample, stern, heroic and as President Woodrow Wilson said at our entrance

into World War I

UWAR WITHOUT STINT".

How closely knit are we in this city to the Lee - Jackson traditions.

Fragrant and intimate memories handed down in maqy Baltimore families hover

around their personalities, cluster around this Memorial with an affection

that directs our pathway and prompts us to similarly guide the younger gen

erations to visit this shrine, to pause in reverie and ref'reshment of spirit

under the spell of its invocation to remember, there recalling the words

of Chaplain James E. Moore of the l75th Regiment, Maryland National Guard,

the Fifth Maryland Regiment of historic association with General Lee, on

dedication day

"Mayall who pass by take note of the price of liberty."
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We may well close by reference to Douglas Freeman's theme on the

day of dedication which portrayed Lee and Jackson as one of the greatest

combat teams of all military history. As he indicated in his address our

country has today in all arms of defense men of proved military genius

capable of envisioning and applying the great fundamentals of a success

ful combat team which he listed. I would urge you to re-read his address,

of May 1, 1948, whenever the complexities of our present problems lower

your spirits. Recall especially the climax which he reached in ending

his thrilling narrative. Here it is:

"Before us now are nights of foreboding and days of

doubt. VIe may be dedicating this monument when otii'

nation stands again on the edge of the wilderness. Vie

may not know who the foe is or where; but shall we for

a moment doubt, or can we for an instant fear - we who

are the inheritors of so great a tradition, we who claim

those men of Chancellorsville as our own? hh, no, the

voice of Jackson comes triumphantly now from the un

traveled trail of the wilderness in a call not to the

!,xmy only but to the Nation also: Close your ranks,

America, push on, push ever on."

* * * * * * * *


